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spx is an easy-to-use multi-format audio recorder and editor that combines a realtime
audio interface with powerful track-based features. it allows you to record audio directly
to an sd card or hard drive, or send a wav file to your editing software. spx is a realtime,
interactive recorder that lets you quickly record audio on the fly. its simple to use and has
enough power to get you in and out of a variety of situations. its a very powerful tool,
with an intuitive user interface. the new spx duo is a two-track recorder that can work as
a standalone or as a slave to a pc or mac. its audio interface, recording, and editing
capabilities make it a great tool for many situations. the spx duo combines the
functionality of the spx and spx duo into one versatile multi-track recorder. the first thing
you notice when you use the spx duo is that it is completely different from a traditional
audio interface. its interface isnt like anything youve ever used, but its power is not
hidden. the spx duo is made for realtime audio recording and editing with full automation
features. it allows you to record up to two tracks simultaneously and to record up to 24
channels of digital audio. you can record audio directly to an sd card or hard drive or save
a wav file to your computer. even if you dont use it exclusively as a recorder, the spx duo
allows you to record audio while simultaneously editing with a variety of track-based
tools. its not just a recorder, its a fully-featured multi-track audio interface with a variety
of editing tools such as the two-band equalizer, limiter, compressor, dynamic range
compressor, effectors, and reverb. the spx duo is designed for live performance and
professional recording. its easy to use and can be used as a standalone recorder or as a
slave to your computer. it includes a removable 12gig sd card to record music directly to,
or an optional hard drive to store and edit recordings. you can record up to 24 audio
tracks and up to two drum tracks simultaneously, and you can edit and mix them in
realtime, providing a very powerful tool for a variety of applications. the spx duo is a
realtime, interactive recorder with fully-automated recording features that you can use
for a variety of tasks, including live performance, recording, and producing. its easy to
use and intuitive. you can use the spx duo as a standalone recorder, or as a slave to your
computer. with the spx duo, you can record up to 24 channels of audio to an sd card or
hard drive or save a wav file to your computer. the spx duo can be used for live
performance and recording, while also providing editing capabilities and allowing you to
mix and master audio tracks. its not just a standalone recorder, but a multi-track audio
interface with powerful editing features. it includes a removable 12gig sd card to record
audio directly to, or an optional hard drive to store and edit recordings.
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the resolve page includes the most complete version of resolve available for nuendo.
although you can use most of the nuendo tools in resolve, we recommend you start with

a standalone version of resolve to better understand how to use the tools. resolve not
only has a wealth of features but it also comes with extensive video tutorials that show

you how to use the software to create professional audio and video projects. the clip page
is not as powerful as the cut page, but it does have a few unique tools. a fully

customizable track editor is the best way to edit timeline sequences. also, there are tools
for creating motion graphics and for visual effects editing. finally, you can create custom
transitions and 2d titles. the timeline page is the worlds most powerful timeline. each clip

page has a single timeline for all clips in that project. its perfect for projects with long
timelines. the timeline page is designed for speed and efficiency. you can edit tracks,

clips, sequences, fades, cross fades, transitions, split clips, durations, dual timelines, sync
bins, transcode, and more all in one window. you can even search the timelines for clips

by name or location. its the only non-linear timeline that can do that! in addition, the
timeline page has all the standard timeline tools such as create/manage transitions,

transitions, and durations, as well as the ability to insert a new clip right on the timeline!
in addition, it has an amazing search tool that searches all the timelines for a single clip.

learn more the timeline browser is the worlds most powerful timeline browser. each
timeline page has a single timeline for all clips in that project. the timeline browser is

designed for speed and efficiency. you can browse through all timelines, select all clips in
a timeline, and drag them to a new timeline. its the only timeline browser that can do

that! it has all the standard timeline tools such as create/manage transitions, transitions,
and durations, as well as the ability to delete a timeline and merge timelines. its perfect

for archiving projects. if you need to find a clip, the timeline browser has an amazing
search tool that searches all the timelines for a single clip. learn more 5ec8ef588b
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